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Featured Application: The current study will be of interest to designers of professional audio
software and hardware devices as it will allow them to design their tools to increase or diminish
the sonic character discussed in the paper. In addition, it will benefit professional audio engineers
due to its potential to speed up their workflow.

Abstract: In popular music productions, the lead vocal is often the main focus of the mix and engineers
will work to impart creative colouration onto this source. This paper conducts listening experiments
to test if there is a correlation between perceived distortion and the descriptor “aggressive”, which
is often used to describe the sonic signature of Universal Audio 1176, a much-used dynamic range
compressor in professional music production. The results from this study show compression settings
that impart audible distortion are perceived as aggressive by the listener, and there is a strong
correlation between the subjective listener scores for distorted and aggressive. Additionally, it was
shown there is a strong correlation between compression settings rated with high aggressive scores
and the audio feature roughness.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In addition to general dynamic range control, it is common for music producers to use dynamic
range compression (DRC) for colouration and non-linear signal processing techniques, specifically
to impart distortion onto program material. Scholarly work has researched DRC use and has shown
the industry has developed standard practices which mix engineers implement in their work [1,2].
One such standard is the use of Universal Audio 1176 (and, under its original name, Urei 1176) as
a vocal compressor, particularly when processing vocals in popular music mixes where a specific
character or distortion is desirable [3]. Users describe the sound quality of vocals processed in this
manner with a number of subjective descriptors. This article investigates one common descriptor,
“aggressive” to determine what it means at an objective level and answer empirically how an aggressive
sound quality can be achieved when using the Universal Audio 1176 (abbreviated to simply 1176) and,
more broadly, DRC in vocal productions. The findings will be of use to developers of software and
hardware compressors, intelligent mixing algorithms [4,5] and industry professionals, as the novel
results have the potential to change and speed up their workflow. More broadly, the work carried out
in this article fills a gap in the research, as little work has been done to get a better understanding of
the perceptual effects of dynamic range compression during the mixing stage of music production.
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Some findings reported in this article were originally presented at an Audio Engineering Society
conference [6].

The literature relating to compression in music production has focused mainly on the effects of
hyper-compression, often concentrating on whether its artefacts are detrimental to the perceived quality
of audio material [7–9]. Taylor and Martens [10] claim that achieving loudness is a significant motivation
for using compression, particularly in mastering, so one can argue that this is why hyper-compression
is well researched.

Ronan et al. [11] investigated the audibility of compression artefacts among professional mastering
engineers. For the study, twenty mastering engineers undertook an ABX listening experiment to
determine whether they could detect artefacts created by limiting. Two songs were processed using
the Massey L2007 digital limiter to achieve −4 dB, −8 dB and −12 dB of gain reduction. The masters
(including the uncompressed versions) were then presented to the listeners using the ABX method.
The results showed that the mastering engineers found it challenging to discern differences between
a number of the audio tracks, particularly those with −8 dB of gain reduction and the unprocessed
reference. The same experiment carried out by Ronan et al. [12] used untrained listeners and showed
that they were unable to detect up to 12 dB of limiting.

Campbell et al. [13] had participants rate mixes with compression, which had been introduced at
various points in the signal chain, namely on discrete tracks, subgroups and the master stereo buss.
Their results showed that listeners preferred mixes where compression had been applied to individual
tracks rather than to groups or on the stereo buss. However, their test used identical attack and release
settings on all stimuli and made use of the same compressor (Pro Tools Compressor/Limiter), which
may have played a role in the results. Adjusting the compressor settings so they were more appropriate
for mix buss processing, and using a compressor with a suitable character for buss processing could
have yielded a different outcome.

Wendl and Lee [14] looked into the effect of perceived loudness when using compression on pink
noise split into octave bands. For this study, the authors wanted to observe if playback level and
crest factor (a measurement of peak to RMS) affected perceived loudness after varying amounts of
limiting had been applied. The results showed that there was a non-linear relationship between the
octave bands and changes to the crest factor. Of interest to professionals is the result which shows that
modifications to the crest factor in a band centered around 125 Hz does not correlate with perceived
loudness at moderate playback levels. Moreover, the perceived loudness could be louder than one
might expect. The authors recommended that music engineers should be cautious of compression
activities that affect the low end.

Some noteworthy work was conducted by Ronan et al. [15] which sits outside of the hyper
compression studies reviewed so far. The authors of this paper investigated the lexicon of words
used to describe analogue compression. Ronan et al. conducted a discourse analysis on 51 reviews of
analogue mastering compressors to look for common terms used in the texts and created inductive
categories to group the words. The categories they created included signal distortion, transient shaping,
special dimensions and glue. A qualitative investigation of a similar nature was carried out for the
current study, and the results are presented in Chapter 3. Interestingly, a number of the descriptors
gathered by both studies are similar, but aggressive was not included in the work by Ronan et al.,
suggesting that this descriptor is not commonly used to describe the sound of mastering compression.

Other connected work has been carried out by scholars involved with the Semantic Audio Labs
and the Semantic Audio Feature Extraction (SAFE) project. SAFE aims to understand the audio features
associated with semantic descriptors, which can then be used to create intelligent mixing tools. Stables
et al. [16], investigated terms used to describe signal processing on the mix and conducted hierarchical
clustering to look for similarities in the terms. The authors presented dendrograms relating to the
signal processing techniques, compression, distortion, equalization and reverb. The word aggressive
was not included in any dendrogram and, surprisingly, not in the distortion group. The authors do not
stipulate which sources the signal processing techniques were applied to. So, the influence of source
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on the descriptor is not apparent, which is important to consider and will have played a role in the
results. Hence, the current study focuses solely on vocal compression.

Bromham et al. [17] looked into compression ballistics (attack and release settings) and how they
affected the perception of music mixes in four styles: Rock, Jazz, HipHop and Electronic Dance Music.
They asked participants to rate which ballistic setting was the most appropriate for a genre and to select
from a list of given words to describe the sound quality of their preferred setting. They discovered that
attack played a more significant role on appropriateness than release, with the result applying most
strongly to Jazz and Rock. It should be noted that this study made use of a Solid State Logic (SSL) bus
compression emulation, which has a much slower attack time than the 1176 compressor used in the
current study.

Not directly related to compression, but in the domain of semantic music production, is the work
by Fenton and Lee [18], which aims to develop a perceptual model to measure “punch” in music
productions. As noted by Fenton and Lee, punch is an attribute that is used by music listeners to
describe a sense of power and weight in audio material. Their work uncovered that punch is related to
“a short period of significant change in power in a piece of music or performance” as well as dynamic
changes to particular frequency bands in the program material. The authors of the work went on to
develop a perceptual model of punch for use in a real-time punch meter. The author of the current
study advocates the creation of similar meters to measure other perceptual attributes, such as the one
in this study, which can be integrated into modern digital audio workstations (DAWS) for use in music
production activities.

As can be seen, apart from a small body of work, that there is a gap in the literature relating
to the positive effects of compression, particularly during the mixing process. Work by Dewey and
Wakefield [19] has shown that compression is one of the most used mixing tools and the present
author’s experience as a music production academic and professional suggests that audio engineers
and scholars are interested in the character of compression. Therefore, the lack of work in this area
is surprising.

1.2. Research Aims

Thus, the work in the current study aims to address several pertinent research questions relating
to the use of compression during mixing and the semantic nature of its sonic signature. The following
research questions are addressed in this article. Firstly, how do professionals describe the sonic
signature of the 1176 compressor when processing a range of sources, but most specifically vocals?
Secondly, and derived from the results of the first question, what does the subjective descriptor
aggressive mean at an objective level?

To answer these questions, three studies were carried out. Initially, a qualitative study was
conducted that asked several experienced users to describe the sound quality of the 1176 when
compressing a range of audio sources. Based on their responses, they were then asked to rate the
appropriateness of commonly used descriptors in a similarity matrix. The results suggested the
descriptor aggressive was a synonym for distortion. Thus, the second stage of testing conducted a
subjective listening test using the Audio Perceptual Evaluation (APE) method from the Web Audio
Evaluation Tool (WAET) [20]. This tested whether listeners rated mixes with vocals compressed by 1176
hardware and using settings measured to have larger amounts of Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) as
the most aggressive. Finally, a subsequent listening test was carried out to ascertain whether distortion,
timing behaviour or a mixture of both were the most important factors in creating compressed audio
perceived to be aggressive. The reason for this test was due to the 1176′s reputation as a fast-acting
compressor (particularly when working with time constant settings, which will be addressed in
Section 4). Therefore, it could be that argued its fast timing creates the aggressive sonic signature,
rather than distortion. This was examined in the second listening experiment, which had vocals
processed with a clean software compressor (measured with 0% THD) and set to mimic the timing
behaviour of the 1176 as well as material compressed with 1176 hardware and measured to have
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1.58% THD. The Klanghelm DC8C software compressor [21] was used for this test as it allows user
control over a range of design traits that can be used to match the behaviour of several compressors.
Most importantly, when used in its clean mode, it does not generate any distortion, even at the fastest
time constants.

2. Qualitative Studies

2.1. Professional User Questionaire

An online questionnaire was created using the survey tool Qualtrics [22], which asked experts to
describe the sound quality of the 1176 when compressing vocals, drum shells (bass and snare drums),
room mics (ambient recordings of the drums in a room) and a bass guitar. Judgement sampling (as
opposed to random sampling) was used to select experienced engineers and academics to complete
the questionnaire. For an expert to be included they had to be knowledgeable in music production
and familiar with the 1176. Judgement sampling does, however, have its limitations and is prone to
bias [23]. Thirty-five respondents completed the questionnaire.

The results in Table 1 presents the ten most frequently used descriptors to describe the sound
quality of the 1176 compressor for all four sound sources. Aggressive is the most popular word and is
investigated in the current study. The other descriptors are likely to refer to amplitude modulation
effects (pumping), transient reshaping (punch), colouration (forward, full, midrange and presence)
and distortion (dirty and gritty). One would expect fast to be a description of the time constant speed,
and not necessarily a description of sound quality.

Table 1. The top ten most frequently used descriptors to describe the sound of the 1176 compression.

Descriptor Frequency of Occurrence

Aggressive 21
Pumping 11
Forward 10

Punch 8
Full 8

Midrange 8
Fast 7

Presence 7
Dirty 6
Gritty 6

Table 2 shows the most common words used to describe the sound quality of the 1176 when
compressing a vocal, which is the main focus of this article. To reduce the number of words in the table,
only those recorded more than once have been included. As can be seen, the descriptor aggressive
is, again, the most popular, followed by the word gritty, which, as stated previously, is arguably a
synonym for distorted. Other descriptors appear to refer to coluration (forward, midrange, presence,
full, upfront and sparkly), amplitude modulation (pumping) and potentially the perceptual effect of
the attack and release curve (smooth).
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Table 2. Descriptors used for 1176 vocal compression.

Descriptor Frequency of Occurrence

Aggressive 6
Gritty 5

Forward 4
Midrange 4
Presence 4

Full 3
Sparkly 2

Up Front 2
Pumping 2
Smooth 2

2.2. Similarity Matrix

To help clarify the meaning of the descriptors, a second stage asked respondents to rate the
appropriateness of the most popular descriptors in describing the sound quality of a given compression
technique. The compression techniques were: linear processing, colouration general, colouration
frequency related, distortion, modulation/altering rhythmic feel, general dynamic range control,
attenuating transient and accentuating transient. The author selected these techniques based on
prior research [24] which indicated these practices were commonly used by industry professionals
when applying dynamic range compression. Respondents completed the task online and recorded
their scores on a similarity matrix. This was conducted by creating an online spreadsheet that had
compression activities on the X-axis and descriptors on the Y-axis. Respondents then allocated each
descriptor a score between zero and four to rate its appropriateness (zero being totally inappropriate
and four being totally appropriate). As a descriptor could relate to more than one compression
technique, the respondents were instructed to rate the descriptor for as many techniques as they felt
appropriate. The use of similarity matrices to look for associations between audio descriptors has been
used in several previous studies [25–28].

The similarity matrix was completed by twelve experts, all of which had participated in the
previous stage. The results were averaged to take the mean score for each descriptor and clustering
was conducted using the Euclidean distance and Ward methods. The statistical software R was used
to generate the dendrogram shown in Figure 1. As shown in the dendrogram, there are several
subsets, illustrated in brown, green, blue and grey. Inspection of the grey subset highlights descriptors
which appear to fall into two main categories, one relating to dynamics and the other pertaining
to colouration and distortion (linear and non-linear distortion). Looking at a lower branch in the
dendrogram highlights that aggressive is grouped with, among other words, attitude, energy and
smashed. All of these words are subjective and have not been defined in any of the previous
literature. Moreover, one could argue these descriptors relate to the character of the compressor and are
potentially multi-dimensional attributes. Referring back to the descriptors used in Table 1, this shows
that contentions made previously regarding the meaning of these words are generally correct. As an
example, the terms dirt and gritty are connected to distortion in the brown subset. Pumping is
connected to ambience (which is understandable as compression-related amplitude modulation often
manifests as quick changes in the amplitude of the ambience present in the program material). Finally,
punch is connected to definition and also attack, which would support the notion that this descriptor
is related to the manipulation of transient shapes.
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Figure 1. Results of clustering using the Ward method. The descriptors are split into five subsets
(brown), four subsets (green), three subsets (blue) and two subsets (grey).

To get a better understanding of the descriptor aggressive, the focus of this study, statistical analysis
was conducted on the mean scores allocated by the respondents to the compression techniques in relation
to the term aggressive. The results show that there was a statistically significant difference between
groups (compression techniques), as determined by one-way ANOVA (F (7,88) = 3.854, p = 0.001). A
Tukey post-hoc test revealed that the experts considered the descriptor aggressive was statistically
significantly lower for the compression techniques “general dynamic range control” (p = 0.027),
“modulation” (p = 0.002) and “linear processing” (p = 0.001) compared to the compression technique
“distortion”. There was no statistically significant difference between the descriptor aggressive score
for the compression techniques “colouration general” (p = 0.229), “colouration frequency related”
(p = 0.171), “attenuating transient” (p = 0.088) and “accentuating transient” (p = 0.124) compared to the
compression technique “distortion”. The reason for the lack of significance between these techniques is
thought to be as a result of distortion reshaping the transient portion of the audio material (particularly
true for attenuating the transient) and the introduction of harmonic components, which leads to
colouration. Therefore, it appears that, from this study, engineers consider the descriptor aggressive to
relate to compression techniques that distort and colour the audio and, to a lesser extent, reshape the
transient portion of the program material.

3. Preliminary Objective Tests

3.1. Choice of Compressor Time Constant Settings

In preparation for perceptual listening experiments, work was conducted to ascertain appropriate
time constant settings for use in the experiments. The 1176 has continuously variable attack and
release controls. Thus, a large amount of possible combinations are available. However, it would
not be practical to use all of these in listening experiments as a large number of stimuli is known
to cause listener fatigue [29]. Thus, content analysis [30] was conducted on 1176 vocal compression
settings, created by professional engineers for the 1176 UAD plugin. This work was conducted to
discover the most popular settings, which could then be used in the creation of stimuli for the listening
experiments. The results revealed that specific combinations of attack and release settings were
regularly used, with release positions between five and seven and attack positions between one and
three being most common. Additionally, it was noted that the 4:1 ratio was often implemented for
general vocal settings and the all-buttons mode (a popular “special mode” achieved by depressing
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all ratio buttons simultaneously) was employed for highly coloured processing. Table 3 shows how
frequently particular settings are used in the vocal presets. The bottom two rows of the table show that
positions between one and four are most common for attack and positions between five and seven
most common for release. Anecdotal evidence by the author supports this result as they have observed
many professional audio engineers setting the 1176 compressor with these time constant settings.

Table 3. Popularity of 1176 time constant settings. The table illustrates how often a setting was used
by professionals.

Setting Release Setting Used Attack Setting Used

1 0% 46.67%
2 0% 20%
3 0% 20%
4 18.18% 6.67%
5 18.18% 6.67%
6 63.64% 0%
7 0% 0%

1–4 0% 93.33%
5–7 100% 6.67%

Based on these findings, the following attack and release combinations were used in the following
listening experiment (attack is abbreviated to A and release is abbreviated to R): A3R7, A1R7, A3R5,
A1R5. The combinations were used in both the 4:1 and all-buttons ratio modes. More general research
of content on the 1176 [31] showed the A3R7 combination to be a popular setting for a range of
instrument sources. Therefore, the settings used in the experiment are considered by the author to be
representative of real working scenarios. It is also worth bearing in mind the attack control on the 1176
is quoted as ranging between 20–800 microseconds and critical listening by the author revealed very
little difference in sound quality between any attack time between positions one and four. Additionally,
the reader should consider that the attack and release controls on the 1176 work counterclockwise,
meaning attack and release position seven is the fastest and one the slowest.

3.2. Distortion Characteristics

A series of total harmonic distortion (THD) measurements were made on the 1176 at various attack
and release configurations to observe how time constant settings affected the distortion characteristics
of the compressor. The measurements for release were made by keeping the attack time fixed at its
fastest setting, seven, and making a measurement at each release position. The measurements for attack
were made by restricting the release time to its quickest setting, seven, and making measurements at
each attack position. During testing, the compressor was adjusted to achieve −10 dB of gain reduction
and a 1 kHz test tone was used as the input signal. The output of the compressor was recorded on a
Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) at 24 bit/44.1 kHz. The results showed distortion artefacts reduced
significantly when using release times slower than position five and that the attack control had a
smaller effect on the reduction of distortion. Furthermore, higher ratios had the effect of increasing
non-linearity, with the all-buttons mode increasing non-linearity significantly more than any other
ratio. Plot (a) in Figure 2 illustrates the effect of lengthening the attack and release time on THD. As can
be seen, there is a sharp drop off in THD up to release position five and a small reduction in THD with
attack times slower than position seven. Plot (b) in Figure 2 shows the same measurements made
in all-buttons, which is a so-called “special” ratio mode afforded by the 1176 compressor. Although
not originally intended for use, it was found by music producers that depressing all the ratio buttons
simultaneously produced intriguing sonic behaviour by the compressor. In actual terms, the FET’s
bias is set outside of calibration, resulting in a significant increase in distortion. Note the much
larger amount of THD in this setting, but similar drop off in amount as the release and attack speeds
are reduced.
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Figure 2. (a) Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) as a function of attack and release using a 4:1 

compression ratio and a 1 kHz test tone; (b) THD as a function of attack and release using the “all-

buttons” compression ratio and a 1 kHz test tone. 

Figure 2. (a) Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) as a function of attack and release using a 4:1
compression ratio and a 1 kHz test tone; (b) THD as a function of attack and release using the
“all-buttons” compression ratio and a 1 kHz test tone.

Figure 3a,b are plots created using Matlab’s THD function. They represent an FFT display which
illustrates the nature of the harmonic distortion. To create the plots, a 1 kHz tone was input to
the compressor to achieve −10 dB of gain reduction, with the time constants set for attack at three
and release at seven. The output of the compressor using a 4:1 ratio and the all-buttons mode was
then recorded into a DAW at 22 bit/44.1 kHz. The figures make clear the differences in distortion
characteristics between the 4:1 ratio and the all-buttons mode. As one might expect, the distortion
components are integers of the 1 kHz test tone and consist of a mixture of odd and even order harmonics.
In Figure 3b, it is worth noting the significant increase in the amplitude of all components and also an
increase in higher-level harmonics. Critical listening to an audio example of the compressed test tone
reveals the all-buttons mode is highly distorted with increased brightness as a result of the additional
high-level and high-order distortion components.
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(b) distortion components created using the all-buttons ratio and attack at three and release at seven.

The attack and release settings, which were shown to be commonly used in Table 3, are the
settings that generate the most distortion. Thus, it appears that professional mix engineers are, perhaps
albeit unbeknown to themselves, actively seeking out distortion from the 1176 in their workflow.
Therefore, the aggressive sound quality once again appears to pertain to distortion. However, additional
perceptual testing was required to substantiate this hypothesis. THD measurements made on the
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settings used in Listening Experiment 1 can be seen in Table 4, where the effect that both the attack and
release and the all-buttons mode have on non-linearity can be observed.

Table 4. THD measurements made using a 1 kHz tone and the time constants and ratios used in
Listening Experiment 1.

Setting THD

A3R7 All 1.58%
A1R7 All 1.51%
A3R5 All 0.54%
A1R5 All 0.50%
A3R7 4:1 0.25%
A1R7 4:1 0.24%
A3R5 4:1 0.17%
A1R5 4:1 0.16%

4. Perceptual Listening Experiments

4.1. Listening Experiment 1 Method

To test the hypothesis, a subjective listening test was devised using the Web Audio Evaluation
Tool (WEAT), which made use of the Audio Perceptual Evaluation (APE) method. Stimuli were created
by processing the vocal from two separate rock songs with, 1176 hardware, using the attack/release
combinations mentioned previously. To restrict the number of stimuli, the amount of compression was
limited to one setting, which was −10 dB of gain reduction. Ciletti et al. note that to best assess the
sonic signature of a compressor, it is advisable to use the device in a heavy state of compression [32].
The amount of gain reduction was measured to show an average of −10 VU on the gain reduction
meter. The compressed vocals were then mixed back into the audio tracks, which were level matched
to −23 LUFS. In addition, a mix making use of the uncompressed vocal was used to create a total of
nine stimuli per song. All audio was recorded and processed at 24 bit/44.1 kHz.

Listeners were presented the stimuli on four separate screens of the listening test (two per song),
where they were asked to rate the amount of perceived distortion on two screens and the amount of
perceived aggression on the remainder. Scales on the interfaces were labelled from least distorted
to most distorted and least aggressive to most aggressive and were measured on a scale from zero
to one. Participants were not instructed explicitly what aggressive meant, as the author wished to
avoid training the listeners with their interpretation of the descriptor. The order of the audio and
screens were randomized to prevent bias, and the test was carried out by 17 expert listeners in a
university music laboratory environment using Sennhiesier HD650 headphones on iMac computers.
The sample size was considered to be appropriate for a test of this nature and is commensurate with
ITU recommendations [33].

4.1.1. Listening Experiment 1 Results and Discussion

The results from the listening test can be seen in Figure 4, where (a) shows the mean result for the
descriptor aggressive with a 95% confidence interval for both songs and all time constant settings tested.
As can be seen, there is little difference between the time constant settings for both the ratios tested,
but there is a difference between the uncompressed material, the 4:1 ratio and the all-buttons mode.
It is worth noting that the two all-buttons modes that measured highest for THD (see Table 3 for THD
results) are not rated any higher than the other two all-buttons settings. An inspection of the FFT plots
suggests this is a result of the even-order harmonics remaining at fairly consistent levels across the four
settings, while the odd-order harmonics are attenuated as attack and release are slowed. This results in
a lower THD measurement, which evidently does not result in a perceptually less aggressive sonic
signature. It should be noted that many of the participants reported that the difference between some
of the stimuli was small, and they found the test to be challenging. Therefore, the effect of listener
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fatigue should be kept in mind. The ratings for distortion are illustrated in Figure 4b where a similar
trend is visible. Once again, there is a difference between the ratios and the uncompressed material,
but no difference between the different time constant settings for the two ratio settings. Thus, it appears
that there is little perceptual difference between the time constant settings used in the current study,
but the additional harmonic distortion created in the all-buttons mode is noticeable to the participants
of the experiment.
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Figure 4. (a) Results for the descriptor aggressive from listening experiment 1; (b) results for the
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Audio features pertaining to the noise-like properties of sound (Roughness and Zero Crossing
Rate) were extracted from the vocal tracks using MIRtoolbox for Matlab [34] and are presented in
Table 5. The results for roughness show that the feature increases in value between the uncompressed
audio and both ratio settings, and also between 4:1 and all-buttons mode. Within the time constant
settings for each ratio, the results with the release time set to seven are the highest and this is largely
comparable with the THD results shown in Table 4. However, the A1R7 combination for both ratio
settings has slightly larger roughness values than the A3R7 combination, while the THD results
highlight the A3R7 combination as having the largest amount of THD. The similarity in results within
the ratio settings for roughness may be another reason why listeners rated the time constant settings
comparably, despite the variation in THD. The values for zero crossing rate (ZCR) are less revealing,
with no clear pattern in the results emerging, apart from an increase in ZCR when using compression.

Table 5. Roughness and zero crossing rate (ZCR) features extracted from the vocal material used in
test one.

Roughness Zero Crossing Rate

Setting Song 1 Song 2 Song 1 Song 2

No Comp 33.73 26.84 1887.92 1676.40
A1R5 4:1 99.12 105.58 2909.15 2155.41
A1R7 4:1 129.12 130.46 2915.28 2123.67
A3R5 4:1 98.97 102.17 2579.37 2166.41
A3R7 4:1 128.7 130.65 2484.85 2125.73
A1R5All 202.85 236.18 2966.41 2053.57
A1R7All 212.88 241.84 2850.03 2055.71
A3R5All 199.26 232.14 2881.21 2083.53
A3R7All 209.87 247.17 2953.82 2067.16
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4.1.2. Statistical Analysis of Experiment 1 Results

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of compression settings
and the interaction effect and compression settings of the two songs on perceived distortion. Mauchly’s
test of sphericity indicated that the assumptions of sphericity had been violated for the two-way
interaction between the song and settings χ2(2) = 73.13, p = 0.001. Therefore, a Greenhouse–Geisser
correction was applied (ε = 0.580). Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumptions of
sphericity had not been violated for the effect of the settings χ2(2) = 48.45, p = 0.081.

Simple main effects were run and showed that there was no statistically significant two-way
interaction between the songs and settings on perceived distortion., F (8,128) = 0.648, p = 0.653. There
was, however, a statistically significant effect of the settings on perceived distortion, F (8,128) = 50.97,
p < 0.001. Post-hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment showed the mean distortion scores for the
4:1 and all-buttons settings were statistically significantly higher than the scores for no compression
(p < 0.001). In addition, the mean distortion scores for the all-buttons settings were statistically
significantly higher than the scores for the 4:1 ratio settings (p < 0.001). Within the four different time
constant settings used for both 4:1 and all-buttons, there was no statistical significance.

A second two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of the compression
settings and the interaction and compression settings of the two songs on perceived aggression. Again,
Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumptions of sphericity had been violated for the
two-way interaction between the song and settings χ2(2) = 53.99, p = 0.028; thus, a Greenhouse–Geisser
correction was applied (ε = 0.531). Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumptions of
sphericity had not been violated for the effect of settings χ2(2) = 27.98, p = 0.081.

Simple main effects were run and showed that there was no statistically significant two-way
interaction between the songs and settings on aggressive sound quality, F (8,128) = 0.301, p = 0.886.
There was, however, a statistically significant effect of settings on aggressive sound quality, F (8,128)
= 69.26, p < 0.001, suggesting that settings have a statistically significant effect on aggressive sound
quality. Post-hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment showed the same statistical significance
between no compression and the two ratio settings as reported previously for distortion. Again, there
was no statistical significance within the four different time constant settings used for either 4:1 or
all-buttons, meaning that, in the current study, different time constant settings have no significant
effect on the perception of distortion or an aggressive sound quality.

The mean scores for aggressive and distortion were analyzed to assess if there was a statistically
significant correlation between the scores. Both variables (aggressive and distortion) for both songs were
normally distributed, as assessed by a Shapiro–Wilk test (p > 0.05); thus, the variables were investigated
for correlation. Pearson’s product–moment correlation was run to determine the relationship between
perceived aggressive and distortion scores and the results show that there is a strong correlation
between the mean scores for aggressive and distortion, which is statistically significant for song one
(r = 0.960, n = 9, p = 0.001) and song two (r = 0.983, n = 9, p = 0.001). A scatter plot of the mean scores
for aggressive and distortion for both songs is illustrated in Figure 5, where the correlation between
the two can be clearly observed.

Correlation between the aggressive scores and the roughness features extracted from the vocal
files was investigated by running Pearson’s product–moment correlation. The results show a strong
correlation between roughness and aggressive, which is statistically significant for song one (r = 0.968,
n = 9, p = 0.001) and song two (r = 0.962, n = 9, p = 0.001).
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4.2. Listening Experiment 2 Method

The previous test demonstrated that vocals compressed with settings measured to have greater
than or equal to 0.5% THD were rated as being the most aggressive. However, it could be argued
the timing behavior of the 1176, particularly when working in all-buttons mode, plays a role in the
result. Therefore, a second test was devised, which aimed to decouple distortion and timing behavior
and answer whether distortion, timing behavior or a mixture of both were the key components in the
creation of an aggressive sound quality. The experiment made use of the APE listening test interface
and had participants rate the vocal tracks of three separate songs on the aggressive quality of the vocals.
The two songs used in the previous experiment were utilized again, as well as a third new rock song,
which was added to give the results more validity over a wider range of test scenarios. Participants
were also asked to comment on the audio they were hearing using up to three descriptors.

During the previous experiment, it was found the time constant settings had no significant effect
on an aggressive sound quality; therefore, the vocal tracks were compressed with the hardware 1176
using only the A3R7 time constant (which measured highest for THD) and in 4:1 and all-buttons ratio
modes. In addition, the vocals were compressed with the Klanghelm DC8C software compressor, using
settings that emulated the timing behaviour of the 1176 in both ratios, and set to measure 0% THD.
The timing behaviour was emulated by feeding the hardware 1176 and the software compressor a tone
burst and adjusting the parameters of the software compressor until the software closely resembled
the timing curve of the 1176 in both settings (see previous work by the author where the tone burst
method is used and discussed in detail [31]). While this method did not allow for the exact matching
of the 1176′s timing curve, it did create very similar results. A more robust method could make use of
a specifically designed software compressor algorithm that allows the experimenter to simply turn
distortion on and off, but this would require close modelling of the 1176, which was beyond the
scope of the current study. Finally, all audio used in Experiment 2 was recorded and processed at
24 bit/44.1 kHz.

4.2.1. Listening Experiment 2 Results and Discussion

The results from the second listening experiment are depicted in Figure 6, which represents the
mean result for the descriptor aggressive with a 95% confidence interval for all three songs and all time
constant settings tested.
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Looking at the plot, there is an overlap between the scores for SW 4:1 and SW All for songs one
and three and an overlap between SW All and 1176 4:1 for song two. However, it is apparent the 1176
all-buttons setting has been rated as the most aggressive for all three songs and the clean software
emulation measured to have 0% THD does not score as high as the 1176 all-buttons mode. Thus,
the results suggest compression activities that generate audible distortion are needed for the most
aggressive vocal sonic signatures.

4.2.2. Statistical Analysis of Experiment 2 Results

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of compression settings
measured to have or not have distortion and the interaction effect of the three songs and compression
settings on an aggressive sound quality. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumptions of
sphericity had been violated for the two-way interaction between the song and settings χ2(2) = 71.82,
p = 0.001. Therefore, a Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied (ε = 0.578). Mauchly’s test of
sphericity indicated that the assumptions of sphericity had not been violated for the effect of the
settings χ2(2) = 7.45, p = 0.593.

Simple main effects were run and showed, again, that there was no statistically significant
two-way interaction between the songs and settings on aggressive sound quality F (8,136) = 0.208,
p = 0.081. There was, however, a statistically significant effect of settings on an aggressive sound quality,
F (4,68) = 181.722, p < 0.001, suggesting that the settings used have a statistically significant effect.
Post-hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment showed the mean aggressive scores for all compressed
settings were statistically significantly higher than the scores for no compression (p < 0.001). The scores
for both the 1176 settings were statistically different from one another (p < 0.001), but the scores for
both the software settings were not statistically different (p = 0.57). This indicates that the faster timing
behaviour of the SW All setting, which was emulating the timing curve of the 1176 in all-buttons,
has little additional effect over the SW 4:1 setting in the creation of an aggressive vocal sonic signature.
The scores for both the 1176 settings were statistically higher than the scores for both the software
settings (p < 0.001). This indicates that while a clean, fast-acting compressor can give a vocal a more
aggressive sound quality than the uncompressed audio, compression settings that impart audible
distortion are required for the most significant effect.
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4.2.3. Textural Analysis of Descriptors Used by the Participants

Participants of the second listening experiment were encouraged to write descriptors to describe
the sound of the vocal in the stimuli they had heard. WAET allows the test designer to include text
boxes in the listening test’s interface. Thus, participants recorded descriptors into these boxes during
listening. A total of 88% of the participants noted descriptors and Figure 7 shows word frequency
plots of the twenty most frequently used descriptors for each compressor.
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Figure 7. (a) Descriptors used for the Universal Audio 1176 (1176) compressor; (b) descriptors used for
the clean software compressor measured to have 0% THD. Descriptors for both ratios and all three
songs have been combined for both compressors.

The word distorted is the most frequently used descriptor for the 1176 compressor. Moreover,
descriptors which were shown to relate to distortion in Figure 1, namely gritty, crunchy and dirty also
appear often for the 1176. Harsh is also a popular term for this compressor and may be related to
distortion. However, one could argue it is a hedonic judgement of preference. Present and bright are
two prevalent terms for the 1176, and this is commensurate with the long-term average spectrum (LTAS)
plot shown in Figure 8. The LTAS measurements were plotted with a Matlab function [35] using 1/16th
octave smoothing. Only one of the songs used in the listening experiments is presented in Figure 8.
However, all songs show a similar result, which is that the 1176 has more energy in the high end of the
frequency spectrum compared with the uncompressed material and the clean software compressor
output. In Figure 8, the increased energy occurs from 4 kHz onwards. Furthermore, the brightness,
presence and harshness noted by the participants when listening to 1176 audio, may be related to the
descriptor sibilance. Further work should investigate the association between these descriptors by
conducting perceptual listening experiments in which the researcher controls these attributes.

Figure 7b illustrates the descriptors used to elucidate the sound quality of the clean software
compressor. The most common term is soft, and one can argue that this word is being used as an
antonym for aggressive. Natural, smooth, compressed, round, weak and bright are also used by
the participants to describe this compressor. Except for bright, they also appear to be terms used to
describe the antithesis of an aggressive sound quality. A study carried out by Bernays and Traube [36],
which investigated descriptors used to describe piano timbre, found the terms soft, velvety, round and
full-bodied were connected. It is worth noting that rounded and smooth are also connected terms
in Figure 1. However, further work by the author aims to obtain a better understanding of the most
popular descriptors shown in Figure 7 and how they relate to the timbre of DRC.
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5. Conclusions

This paper has shown that professional engineers use the descriptor “aggressive” when describing
the sound quality of compression techniques that distort the signal. The first listening experiment
demonstrated that there is a strong positive correlation between the listeners’ scores for distorted
and aggressive when rating the same audio stimuli in a controlled listening experiment. It was also
shown that compression settings measured to have 0.5% THD and above were rated as both the most
distorted and the most aggressive, but there was no significant difference between settings measured
to have more than 0.5% THD. Meaning, in this current study, that listeners could not discern any
noticeable difference in perceived distortion or aggression amongst audio measured between 0.5%
and 1.58% THD. The various time constant settings used in the experiment, which were gleaned from
common settings used in the industry, had no significant effect on the perception of distortion or
aggressive sonic signatures. Finally, the experiment revealed a strong correlation between settings
rated as aggressive and the audio feature roughness, suggesting that this plays a role in the perception
of aggressive sounding audio.

The second listening experiment revealed that compression, which imparts distortion onto the
program material, is needed to achieve the most aggressive sound qualities. It appears that fast
compression with no distortion (as emulated with the clean software compressor) can affect aggressive
sound qualities. Still, the effect is not nearly as significant as using fast-acting compression and
distorted artefacts. Both experiments indicated there was no interaction effect between the songs used
and the compression settings. Thus, it appears that the songs had little bearing on the results, and the
findings from these two experiments should translate to other songs in similar genres.

Finally, a textual analysis conducted on descriptors gathered during the second experiment
highlighted the use of descriptors which relate to distortion. The author plans to carry out a new
study which will investigate the lexicon of distortion, looking for the similarities between these
terms. The results of this study will afford the academic and professional community with a better
understanding of how music producers describe and implement distortion in music production.
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